"Try what repentance can": Hamlet,
Confession, and the Extraction of
Interiority
PAULD. STEGNER

IN HIS FILM ADAPTATION of Hamlet (1996), Kenneth Branagh under
scores the confessional themes present in the play by setting two
scenes in a Roman Catholic confessional box. In the first scene, Po
lonius interrogates Ophelia about her relationship with Ham
let-an interaction that reinforces the common association of the
confessional with an obsession over female sexuality. In the second
scene, Hamlet listens to Claudius's penitential prayer and becomes,
as Mark Thornton Burnett notes, "an unpunctual but unconsoling
father confessor."l By depicting Hamlet and Claudius in the confes
sional box, Branagh introduces a conspicuous anachronism since
the device was never used in early modem England and did not
experience widespread use in Catholic countries on the Continent
until the seventeenth century. 2
Yet Branagh's inclusion of the confessional makes visually ex
plicit a long-standing critical association of Hamlet with a father
confessor that began as early as A. C. Bradley. Discussing Hamlet's
exhortations to Gertrude to repent her sins, Bradley concludes, "No
father-confessor could be more selflessly set upon his end of re
deeming a fellow-creature from degradation, more stem or pitiless
in denouncing the sin, or more eager to welcome the first token of
repentance."3 Subsequent literary critics have expanded Bradley's
position by positing that Hamlet takes on the role of a "Black
Priest," "priest/king," and "priest manque."4 When viewed in the
context of Branagh's inclusion of the anachronistic confessional
box, the critical interpretation of Hamlet as a father confessor calls
attention to another more conspicuous and charged religious
anachronism present in Shakespeare's play. More specifically, the
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rite of private or auricular confession to a priest permeates Hamlet
even though the rite was no longer considered by the Church of En
gland to be a sacrament after the promulgation of the Thirty-nine
Articles and, while retained in an altered form in the Book of Com
mon Prayer, it effectively ceased to be administered in early mod
ern England. Like the connection of the Ghost with the Roman
Catholic doctrine of purgatory, Shakespeare's concentration on pri
vate confession signals a type of doctrinal simultaneity in which
vestiges of the traditional religion coexist, trouble, and even
threaten to undermine the current belief system.
Recent critics have observed the importance of confessional rites
in Hamlet and early modern drama, but they have generally fol
lowed Foucault's connection of the rite to the establishment of a
power relationship between the individual and authority figure
and the development of individual subjectivity. 5 Foucault's inter
pretation of confession is nevertheless historically tendentious be
cause it neither attends to pre-Lateran confessional practices nor
acknowledges the reality that most medieval and early modern
Christians made poor confessants. 6 Given pastoral constraints,
such as the annual Lenten rush for confession leading up to Easter,
traditional confessional practices offered little opportunity for a
sustained imposition of ecclesiastical control over private life or an
extended exploration of interiority, except for a small minority of
the faithful. 7 Furthermore, Foucault's argument regarding confes
sion points to the practice's capacity for social discipline and con
trol, but his grafting of the consolatory potential of confession onto
a power relationship forecloses the capacity for the penitent's gen
uine belief in the assurance of forgiveness. 6
Against the Foucauldian emphasis on the connection between
confession and social control, in this essay I posit that confessional
rituals and language point to the diffuse tension between tradi
tional rituals and inwardness that persisted throughout the early
modem period and continued to be enacted on the English stage.
In what follows, I demonstrate that Hamlet engages the changes in
confessional practices by presenting both Catholic and Protestant
confessional rites as offering the promise of consolation and recon
ciliation and indicating that these promises cannot be realized in
the theological world of the play. I first examine the shifts in peni
tential practices during the period and the ways in which Hamlet's
adoption of the role of confessor engages the ongoing theological
and theatrical problem of determining the authenticity of another's
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confession. I then turn to consider how Hamlet's role as confessor
complements his role as avenger and guides his attempts to negoti
ate the inherent tensions between inward thoughts and outward ac
tions. Hamlet adopts and maintains the role of father confessor as
part of an effort to validate his obligation to avenge the crimes
against his father and himself.

Ritual Confession and the Problem of
Assurance in Early Modem England
The presence of private or auricular confession and confessional
language in Hamlet in many ways reflects the general trend on the
early modern stage. The traditional rite appeared with noticeable
regularity in almost every dramatic genre, ranging from early mod
ern history plays (Peele's Edward I and Shakespeare's Henry VIII)
to comedies and tragedies set in Catholic countries (Measure for
Measure, Romeo and Juliet, Much Ado About Nothing, and Ford's
'Tis Pity She's a Whore) to anti-Catholic polemical dramas (Bale's
King Johan, Marlowe's Jew of Malta, Webster's The Duchess of
Malft, and Middleton's A Game at Chess). Either in terms of En
gland's religious past or contemporary examples on the Continent,
the connection between ritual confession and Roman Catholicism
constitutes the common theme in the majority of early modern dra
matic representations of the rite. The presence of the sacrament of
confession in these plays often signals religious, historical, and so
cial differences between Protestant England and Catholic coun
tries. In Hamlet, however, Shakespeare depicts remnants of
traditional confessional rites in a Protestant context by evoking Lu
theran Wittenberg. 9 The representation of confession in the play
thus corresponds to developments in penitential practices that oc
curred during the English Reformation: on the one hand, a general
shift away from sacramental auricular confession toward an unme
diated, faith-centered confession to God, but, on the other, a reten
tion of remnants of traditional confessional practices.
Early modern editions of the Book of Common Prayer retained a
form of auricular, private confession and absolution in "The Order
for the visitacion of the Sycke," which directed the priest to evoke
the power to absolve sins granted to the Church by Christ and state:
"I absolue the from al thy sinnes, in the name of the father, and of
the sonne, and of the holy gost. Ame[n]."l0 Furthermore, in "The
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order for the administration of the Lordes Supper, or holy Commu
nion" the Prayer Book instructs ministers to exhort those who can
not "quiet [their] own conscience, but requireth further comfort of
counsel" to "come to me, or some other discrete and learned Minis
ter of Gods woorde, and open his griefe, that he may receiue suche
ghostly counsaile, aduice, and comfort, as his conscience may be
relieued."t1 In contrast with the medieval church's requirement of
annual auricular confession, the rite functioned as an exceptional
means for achieving consolation and assurance in the early modem
Church of England. Further, the Established Church rejected the
medieval understanding of the priestly absolution as effecting for
giveness "from the actual performance of the sacrament itself."12 It
instructed instead, as Richard Hooker explains, that "private min
isteriall absolution butt declare remission of sins."13 Except for a
few notable examples, after the institution of the Prayer Book, the
practice consequently all but disappeared in the life of the Estab
lished Church and was commonly associated with post-Tridentine
Roman Catholicism. 14
The figure of the father confessor, too, became a vestigial re
minder of the traditional religion. English Protestants frequently
associated the office with historical and contemporary Roman
Catholic intrusions into individual consciences and impingements
on Christian liberty. Traditionally, the Church grounded its author
ity over penitents in the power of keys that Christ grants to Peter:
"And I wil giue vnto thee the keyes of the kingdome of heauen, and
whatsoeuer thou shalt binde vpon earth shall be bound in heauen:
and whatsoeuer thou shalt lose on earth, shal be losed in heauen"
(Matthew 16:19, Geneva Version). During the Reformation, how
ever, the power of the keys came to symbolize the abuses of the
medieval church. Calvin's description of Roman Catholic confes
sion as a "ruinous procedure ... [by which] the souls of those who
were affected with some sense of God have been most cruelly
racked" reflects many early modem English theological and theat
rical treatments of the rite. 15 Yet after the Reformation the position
of confessor to the royal household and several'penitentiary offices
were retained, such as one held by Lancelot Andrewes at St.
Paul's.16 The underlying shifts in the penitential system neverthe
less separated such offices from their sacramental beginnings and,
like the diminution of the rite of private confession in the Prayer
Book, they functioned as confessional institutions only in an atten
uated sense.
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This transformation of penitential practices reoriented the ways
in which Christians achieved assurance of the forgiveness of their
sins and reconciliation with God. With the English Church's move
away from private confession, self-examination became the usual
method for discovering and confessing sins and achieving reconcil
iation. This transformation protected the liberty of the individual
conscience against perceived priestly intrusions and excessive
anxiety in the penitential process. Alan Sinfield argues that the
change from ritual confession to interior self-examination in
creased, rather than diminished, the anxiety of the faithful: "Prot
estant self-examination is in a way confession, but it shifts the
whole business inside the consciousness.... This made the whole
process more manipulable, for since there was no external resis
tance there could also be no external reassurance."17 This descrip
tion creates the impression that Luther's famous, though atypical,
anxieties surrounding the sacrament of penance extended into and
increased in the practice of private introspection. 18 Yet Sinfield's
observation regarding the transformation of confession rightfully
advances the degree to which the practice became internalized and
situated within individual consciences. William Perkins's develop
ment of a form of English Protestant casuistry, which emphasized
the laity's self-application of cases of conscience rather than
priestly administration, provides further evidence for this confes
sional shift. 19
The Protestant internalization of confession reflects the Christian
tradition's privileging of interiority rather than exteriority in mat
ters of faith because of the potential for outward dissimulation that
originates as early as Christ's warning against the "hypocrisie and
iniquitie" of the Scribes and Pharisees whose virtues exist only in
outward appearance (Matthew 23:28, Geneva Version). "An Homi
lie of Repentaunce and of true reconciliation vnto God," the last
sermon contained in the Second Book of Homilies (1562), contin
ues this tradition by connecting exterior devotion to the corruption
of the Roman Catholic sacrament of confession:
Therefore they that teache repentunce without a liuely faythe in our
Sauiour Jesu Christ, doo teache none other, but Judas repentaunce, as
all the scholemen do, whiche do onlye allowe these three partes of Re
pentaunce: the contrition of the hart, the confession of the mouth, and
the satisfaction of the worke. But all of these things we fynde in Judas
repentaunce, whiche in outeward appearaunce, did farre excede and
passe the repentaunce of Peter. 20
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The homily instructs that the exteriors should be distrusted, that
"liuely faythe" is the true measure for gauging repentance, and that
anyone who teaches "repentaunce without Christ ... doe onlye
teache Cains or Judas repentaunce. "21 In so doing, the homily cau
tions against what St. Augustine calls the "deceptive resemblance"
between a virtuous appearance and inward vice. 22 To overcome the
limitations of exteriors, the homily instructs that, like Peter, true
penitents "must be cleane altered and chaunged, they must become
newe creatures, they must be no more the same that they were be
fore. "23 True repentance or metanoia consists solely of an interior
change that depends on faith rather than exteriors.
This conception of interiority, particularly in terms of conscience
and repentance, follows the orthodox interpretation regarding the
inscrutability of the divine will. To presume the salvation or dam
nation of another would impinge on God's special providence and
mercy. Nathaniel Woodes's Conflict of Conscience (1581), a dra
matic rendering of the spiritual struggle and mysterious death of
the Italian lawyer Francis Spira (Francesco Spiera) in 1548, con
tains variant conclusions that advance the uncertainty surrounding
Spira's famous renunciation of Protestantism: one in which the
protagonist is damned, the other in which he is granted forgive
ness. In the case of the controversial death of Spira, however, early
modern writers argued for and against his damnation, despite the
accepted theological teaching regarding the impossibility of know
ing the mind of God. 24 These attempts to interpret Spira's death
point to early modern assumptions regarding the connection be
tween interiority and exteriority.25 Indeed, although John Foxe
admits in the case of Sir James Hale, a Protestant who committed
suicide, that "certain divines" doubted "whether he were repro
bate or saved," Foxe nevertheless readily attributes signs of grace
to the martyrdoms of Thomas Cranmer and other Protestants and
reprobation to the deaths of Roman Catholics in Acts and Monu
ments. 26 In the search for self-assurance and assurance of another's
spiritual state, the orthodox reservation of determining inward
faith became secondary to practical theological, social, and politi
cal concerns.
The emphasis during the early modern period on confessions
and recantations during public executions further signals the func
tional importance of repentance and confession. 27 Ecclesiastical
and magisterial recourse to torture in order to secure confessions
offers one example of the putative authority granted to confes
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sion. 28 Cranmer's initial recantation to the Marian authorities and
his subsequent disavowal of it on the day of his execution stand as
a prominent example for demonstrating not only the imputed and
expected veracity of confession, but also the contested nature of its
reception. 29 The stakes for both Catholics and Protestants were
high: the Marian authorities celebrated Cranmer's rejection of Prot
estantism and return to Catholicism as a blow against the Protestant
cause in England; Protestants trumpeted his actions during his final
day as evidence of his adherence to the true faith. However, when
confronted by Fray Juan de Villagarcia, Regius Professor of Theol
ogy at Oxford and the official who succeeded in obtaining Cranm
er's recantation, that he received the sacrament of penance before
his execution, Cranmer asks, "What if the confession is no good?"30
In so doing, Cranmer questions the ability of the authorities to ac
cess his interiority and depends instead on his actions during his
death as the finis coronat OpUS. 31 Catholic and Protestant accounts
of his death, Bishop Cranmer's Recantacyons (attributed to Nicholas
Harpsfield, ca. 1556) and John Foxe's Acts and Monuments (1563,
reprinted in 1570, 1576, 1583), are surprisingly similar in describ
ing the events of his death, but they differ widely in their interpre
tations. 32 For Catholics, Cranmer relapsed into Protestant heresy;
for Protestants, he died a martyr of the true faith. Undergirding
each position is the conviction that Cranmer's true beliefs and, by
extension, the true Christian faith can be adduced from his final
confession. 33 The staging and representation of scaffold confessions
in turn signals a more generalized confessional phenomenon in
early modem England: the semiotic incompleteness of confession
necessitates some form of a public account or, in Hamlet's terms,
"story" to situate and interpret interior beliefs and motivations
(5.2.354).34
Instead of remaining hidden in the conscience, confession in
early modem England functioned as an inward spiritual change
that invited a social component to evince its authenticity in order
to satisfy both the individual and the community of his or her spiri
tual state. The assurance of an effective confession thus contains
two performances: an inward spiritual performance accessible only
to the individual and God, and an outward social performance in
tended to reassure both the individual and others in order to facili
tate a reintegration of the penitent into the community.35 The
scriptural account of Christ's healing of the leper advances the so
cial performance of confession by concluding with Christ's com
mand: "Go, sayeth he, and shew thy selfe to the Priest, and offer for
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thy clensing, as Moses hathe commanded, for a witnes vnto them"
(Luke 5:14, Geneva Version). In the medieval administration of con
fession, penitents could ideally find inward assurance of the effec
tiveness of their spiritual performance of confession in its ritual
form, especially through the priest's speaking of the rite of absolu
tion and laying on of hands, and then demonstrate their repentance
through the social performance of penance or satisfaction. 36 The
English Reformation's reorientation of traditional penitential prac
tice resulted in a shift from private to public ritual. As such, in the
early modern Church of England, assurance of sins came to be situ
ated in the general absolution given during the liturgy, except in
special cases of scrupulosity or doubt.
Confession thus became an intensely personal spiritual perform
ance because, under ordinary circumstances, only the individual
rather than a confessor needed to determine whether or not his or
her inward penitence was authentic. 37 Hence Perkins's claim that
"it is a grace peculiar to the man Elect, to trie himselfe whether he
be in the estate of grace or not" indicates that self-assurance begins
and concludes in the individual conscience. 38 However, confession
continued to have a socially performative dimension because it de
pended on an individual's participation in common worship and
reception of the Eucharist. 39 The required ritual and social perform
ance of confession in the Church of England reveals continuity be
tween traditional and reformed penitential practices. Private
confession and the office of father confessor were anachronisms
that became more diffused and "internalised fully" by the middle
of the seventeenth century.40 At the turn of the seventeenth century,
however, the reemergence of debates surrounding their place in the
Established Church and their ongoing presence on the stage indi
cates that they remained in transition. 41 In the muddied theological
world of Hamlet, Shakespeare offers a sustained engagement of
these shifts in penitential practices. 42

Hamlet as Avenger and Father Confessor
Shakespeare represents the transitional state of ritual confession
through the Ghost of King Hamlet's contradictory positions on the
rite. At the opening of the play, the Ghost avers that he would not
suffer supernatural torments in his "prison-house" if his last rites,
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including final confession (i.e., "disappointed"), could have been
completed satisfactorily:
Cut off even in the blossoms of my sin,
Unhousel'd, disappointed, unanel'd,
No reck'ning made, but sent to my account
With all my imperfections on my head. 43
(1.5.76-79)

These remarks signal the Ghost's faith in the efficacy of the tradi
tional sacramental system. 44 Yet in Hamlet only vestiges of it re
main, and they are always relegated to the background, to a state
of unrealized possibility. In act 5, the Doctor of Divinity similarly
implies the efficacy of ritual through his prohibition of singing a
"requiem" at Ophelia's funeral lest "[w]e should profane the ser
vice of the dead," but the results of the ritual are left to speculation
(5.1.229-30). In addition, the Ghost intimates that a transformation
of confession has occurred when he commands Hamlet to "[l]eave
her [Gertrude] to heaven, / And to those thorns that in her bosom
lodge / To prick and sting her" (1.5.86-88). Instead of emphasizing
penitential rituals, the Ghost elevates unmediated, interior repen
tance and implicitly repudiates the rituals that he considered nec
essary for his salvation. The Ghost holds these contradictory
positions in tension without ever reconciling them. This suspen
sion indicates that Shakespeare's Denmark experiences a type of
doctrinal simultaneity in which competing theological beliefs co
exist.
Like his father, Hamlet reveals a striking degree of doctrinal het
erogeneity. As a student at the University of Wittenberg, he is
closely connected with the Lutheran rejection of the dominical
status of the sacrament of penance. 45 For Roland Mushat Frye, "The
Prince 'smites' his mother in the ways that might be expected of
one who was educated at Wittenberg," that is, as part of the Protes
tant understanding of the "priesthood of all believers. "46 Yet Ham
let's emphasis on auricular confession contradicts the Reformation
context of the play. Even though Hamlet reveals a general Christian
desire to bring his mother to repentance, I would argue that he as
sumes the role of father confessor intent on extracting the con
sciences of others in order to assure himself not only of their guilt
or innocence, but also to achieve support in his role as avenger.
Hamlet's adoption of the role of father confessor becomes a subver
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sive action that realizes all of the Protestant concerns about Roman
Catholic intrusions of confessors into individual consciences and
the arcana imperii of royal authority, demonstrated with striking
effect in Hamlet's eavesdropping on Claudius's private confession
to God. At the same time, this role establishes a means to negotiate
the prison of Denmark. Father confessor and avenger merge into
mutually constitutive roles that allow Hamlet to penetrate through
the network of secrets, lies, and half-truths that circulate in Claudi
us's court. And cross-fertilization occurs between these roles, for
the avenger's aim to fulfill the Ghost's "dread command" collapses
into the confessor's exercise of binding and loosing of sins
(3.4.109). For Hamlet, the scriptural validation of priestly authority
over the spiritual states of others to which he lays claim throughout
the play becomes radically literalized and, in the process, destabi
lized when yoked into the service of revenge.
Hamlet's fulfillment of his dual role as father confessor and
avenger depends on the occlusion of his own interiority until he
can successfully extract the conscience of others. When discussing
his mournful appearance and behavior with Gertrude, he states:
Seems, madam? Nay, it is. I know not "seems."
'Tis not alone my inky cloak, good mother,
Nor customary suits of solemn black,
Nor windy suspiration of forc'd breath,
No, nor the fruitful river in the eye,
Nor the dejected haviour of the visage,
Together with all forms, moods, shapes of grief,
That can denote me truly. These indeed seem,
For they are actions that a man might play,
But I have that within which passes show,
These but the trappings and suits of woe.
(1.2.76-86)

Hamlet's distinction between outward seeming ("trappings and
suits of woe") and inward being ("within which passes show") sig
nals the limitations of external appearances to convey interior
thoughts and thereby injects suspicion into the direct correspon
dence between the visible signs and interior disposition. The "inky
cloak" reflects Hamlet's internal state and suggests a form of inex
pressible sadness over his father's death, but the limitations of
these outward appearances to "denote me truly" evinces the exis
tence of a disjunction between them. Put differently, Hamlet inti
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mates that only he possesses access to the fullness of his interiority
within, and suggests that it, though remaining "unspeakable" in its
entirety, can be willfully revealed or concealed. 47 The language of
the theater accordingly indicates the artificiality and limitations of
that which can be shown and Hamlet's presumption of the capacity
to manipulate those "actions that a man might play." His revelation
to Horatio and Marcellus that he intends to "put an antic disposi
tion on" manifests his confidence in being able to manipulate exte
riors and mask his true motives (1.5.180). Hamlet's insistence that
his companions do not reveal "aught of me" implies that he consid
ers the only possibility for revealing the inauthentic nature of his
madness comes from without (1.5.187). For Hamlet, his "mind's
eye" functions as an interior space over which he believes that he
exercises dominion and controls access (1.2.185). Nevertheless, at
the conclusion of his first soliloquy, "But break my heart, for I must
hold my tongue," Hamlet reveals that inward and outward exist in
a tension in which the heart desires to be revealed, but must be held
in check by the tongue (1.2.159).48 Significantly, Hamlet most fre
quently identifies this resistant, sometimes volatile interiority with
conscience and employs the term not only to refer to a set of divine
moral imperatives (as in the case with the prohibition against sui
cide), but also to function as a semiotic passkey to that within
which passes show.
Through speech as well as voluntary and involuntary actions,
Hamlet affirms that the consciences of others can be accessible if
properly interpreted, extracted, or triggered. In his initial encoun
ter with Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, he declares his suspicions
about friendship being the purpose of their visit: "Anything but to
th' purpose. You were sent for, and there is a kind of confession in
your looks, which your modesties have not craft enough to colour.
I know the good King and Queen have sent for you" (2.2.278-81).
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern's "guileless revelation of some oc
culted guilt" contrasts them with Hamlet's theatricality, but it also
reveals Hamlet's assurance in his abilities to bridge the divide be
tween nonverbal confession and internal motivations. 49 He further
displays this assurance by supplying the reason for which his
childhood companions were summoned, once Guildenstern con
fesses, "My lord, we were sent for" (2.2.292). Hamlet's behavior
during this encounter implies that he distinguishes his own in
wardness from nontheatrical individuals who cannot hide their
consciences. Indeed, he confronts Guildenstern with attempting to
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"pluck out the heart of my mystery" and then stymies any efforts
to gain access into his interiority: "Call me what instrument you
will, though you fret me, you cannot play upon me" (3.2.356-63).
Hamlet is aware of Claudius and others' capacity for dissimulation,
explaining "one may smile, and smile, and be a villain-/ At least
I am sure that it may be so in Denmark," but he identifies himself
as the only one capable of preventing an unwanted revelation of his
true state (1.5.108-9). Hamlet remains confident that even Claudius's
interiority can be extracted once the appropriate external device
triggers a verbal or nonverbal confession. He accordingly designs
The Mousetrap to "catch the conscience of the King" (2.2.601) and
declares that his uncle's conscience will be outwardly detectable:
"I'll observe his looks; / I'll tent him to the quick. If a do blench, / I
know my course" (2.2.592-94).
Hamlet does not act alone in this conviction, for Claudius, Ro
sencrantz, Polonius, and Guildenstern attempt to determine the
motives for Hamlet's antic disposition. Claudius may initially ges
ture toward the direct correspondence between inward and out
ward by declaring that "Hamlet's transformation" indicates that
"nor th' exterior nor the inward man / Resembles that it was"
(2.2.5-7). But his employment of Rosencrantz and Guildenstern to
discover "aught to us unknown" about Hamlet's antic behavior and
belief that it may be "open'd" displays his suspicions regarding the
potential for separating inward motives and outward appearance
(2.2.17-18). In response to Claudius's frustration over their failure
to determine the reason for Hamlet's aberrant behavior, moreover,
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern similarly reply:
Ros. He does confess he feels himself distracted,
But from what cause a will by no means speak.
Guil. Nor do we find him forward to be sounded,
But with a crafty madness keeps aloof
When we would bring him on to some confession
afhis true state.
(3.1.5-10)

The description of Hamlet's disposition as "crafty madness" sug
gests Guildenstern's perception of what Hamlet later reveals to Ger
trude in the closet scene, that is, "I essentially am not in madness, /
But mad in craft" (3.4.189-90). By developing Rosencrantz's lan
guage of confession, Guildenstern indicates his awareness that
present beneath Hamlet's initial confession of being distracted is a
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"true state" that could be uncovered if he could penetrate through
external posturing. Even though Hamlet claims that his interiority
cannot be expressed or accessed beneath its seeming exterior, his
reference to its very existence in the opening act presupposes the
potential for discovery and propels attempts to uncover the secrets
that continually circulate throughout Claudius's Denmark. 50
Hamlet, however, stands apart in the play because he alone de
sires to uncover and judge the conscience of others. Claudius may
obsess over discovering the cause of Hamlet's antic disposition, but
his concerns are grounded in self-interested, political pragmatism
and contain no concern over the prince's spiritual state. Hamlet
adopts the role of father confessor because his obligation to revenge
his father's murder depends on verifying the truth of the Ghost's
story. Moreover, Claudius provides Hamlet with a predetermined
role for enacting revenge by assuming the part of a perverse father
confessor. 51 Claudius's penetration of the orchard and poisoning of
the king through "the porches of [his] ears" functions as an in
verted image of auricular confession that evokes Reformation anti
Catholic polemic against the malign effects of "confession in the
eare" (1.5.63).52 While Claudius may have bound King Hamlet to a
purgatorial existence "[tJill the foul crimes done in [his] days of
nature / Are burnt and purg'd away" (1.5.12-13), political and ro
mantic motivations fueled the murder. For Hamlet, however, the
confessional resonances of Claudius's poisoning of the king initiate
a role to be emulated and imitated. 53 Consequently, Hamlet seeks to
overgo Claudius by transposing the confessorial role from the secu
lar to the spiritual, securing his uncle's damnation. Hence Hamlet
spares Claudius's life in the prayer scene not because of the tension
between Christian and vengeful impulses, but rather because of the
spiritual imperative governing his conception of revenge. Unlike
Laertes, who declares his willingness "[t]o cut his [Hamlet's] throat
i'th' church" (4.7.125) and thereby implies that satisfaction can be
accomplished in natural actions, Hamlet considers damnation nec
essary for satisfying the Ghost's dread command, for to slay his
uncle in penitential prayer would be "hire and salary, not revenge"
(3.3.79). Consequently, he aims to catch the conscience of the king
in the sense not only of extracting his interior conscience, but also
of trapping it in a state of sin.
In so doing, Hamlet rightly perceives Claudius's reaction to The
Mousetrap as evidence of guilt, but wrongly interprets the sincerity
of his uncle's repentance in the famous failed prayer scene. In
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many ways, the private setting of the scene gestures toward the re
lationship between Claudius's interior and exterior state. Claudius
believes himself to be alone during his penitential prayer, and
Hamlet assumes that his uncle remains unaware of his presence.
For Hamlet, private penitential prayer would thus avoid the neces
sary cautions regarding the equivocations and dissimulations pres
ent in public speech. Yet Shakespeare manifests the limitations of
Hamlet's faith in the relationship between interior and exterior
through the dramatic timing of the scene: Hamlet does not overhear
Claudius's mental wrangling over his inability to repent, but only
him "a-praying"; and Claudius remains unaware of Hamlet's pres
ence and unknowingly saves his own life by attempting to repent
sincerely (3.3.73). Given Claudius's remark that "[m]y words fly up,"
he presumably prays audibly rather than silently (3.3.97). Hamlet
therefore bases his judgment that his uncle is "in the purging of his
soul" (3.3.85) and "is fit and season'd for his passage" (3.3.86) on,
as Claudius reveals after Hamlet exits, "[w]ords without thoughts"
(3.3.98). Hamlet thus demonstrates a hermeneutic naYvete by accept
ing Claudius's penitential prayer as satisfactory because of his aware
ness of his uncle's characteristic adeptness at concealment and
manipulation. Hamlet may suspect Claudius's insincerity elsewhere,
but identifies private penitential prayer as a privileged discourse in
which words and intentions exist in direct correspondence. H the ab
sence of the content of the prayer in printed editions of the play cor
responds to its formulaic nature or its ambiguity (Claudius's prayer
was meant to be spoken aloud but unintelligible to the audience) on
stage, it reinforces the rashness of Hamlet's willingness to overlook
the possibility of Claudius's inability to repent.
Claudius's prayer thus becomes a lacuna into which Hamlet
reads his uncle's successful repentance in terms of Protestant peni
tential practices. 54 In accepting Claudius's prayer as authentic, he
demonstrates his assumptions regarding the efficacy of unmediated
penitence, an attitude germane to his studies at Wittenberg. He be
lieves that Claudius is able to and does receive forgiveness for the
murder of King Hamlet and Gertrude through metanoia. According
to Anthony Low, Hamlet's perspective on repentance differs from
that of Claudius, who identifies penitence with the traditional con
fessional rite: "Because he belongs to the older generation of King
Hamlet, Claudius understands that if only he were to consent to
give up his ill-gotten gains-his queen and his kingdom-he could
repent, confess his sins, and receive absolution.... In contrast,
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Hamlet and Horatio, although their spiritual state is not depraved
like Claudius's, have forgotten what Claudius knows but cannot
put to use. "55 Yet Claudius never refers to ritual in the prayer scene;
on the contrary, when Claudius debates, "Try what repentance can.
What can it not? I Yet what can it, when one can not repent?" the
language of ritual present in the Ghost of King Hamlet's speech is
absent (3.3.65-66). Claudius may display a remnant of traditional
beliefs in beseeching angels for help ("Help, angels!"), but he at
tempts to offer a satisfactory penitential prayer rather than seek a
priestly mediator (3.3.69). By refraining from killing Claudius,
Hamlet simultaneously reveals a Protestant belief in the sufficiency
of private repentance and a traditional conception of the spiritual
powers conferred on priests in the sacrament of confession through
his evocation of the priestly role of binding sins.
Under the burden of the Ghost's dread command, however, Ham
let departs from the role of a conventional Christian father confes
sor because the revenge narrative leads him to base his
determination of the moral state of others not on divine law, but on
his conscience's judgment of their involvement in King Hamlet's
murder. 56 Once he discovers Claudius's intent to kill him, he argues
that his revenge against Claudius is supported by "perfect con
science" (5.2.67).57 Furthermore, Hamlet condemns those whom he
deems supporters of Claudius because they would prevent him
from enacting vengeance. Hence, without compunction, Hamlet
dispatches Rosencrantz and Guildenstern to their death "[nlot
shriving time allow'd" because he judges them as Claudius's agents
and thus implicated in his uncle's crimes (5.2.47): "They are not
near my conscience, their defeat I Does by their own insinuation
grow" (5.2.58-59). Conscience functions for Hamlet as the central
point of reference for determining the sinfulness or virtue of others
through the position as father confessor that in turn justifies his ac
tions as an avenger.
The most explicit association of Hamlet with a father confessor
occurs in the closet scene with Gertrude. His determination to con
front his mother with her sins in many ways corresponds to the tra
ditional instilling of shame in an unrepentant sinner. Further, the
Ghost commands Hamlet to "step between her and her fighting
soul ... Speak to her," and thereby take on the part of a spiritual
mediator (3.4.113-15). The similarities between Hamlet's treat
ment of Gertrude and the sacrament of confession lead Harry Mor
ris to conclude that Hamlet "uses directly the terms of the
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sacrament: 'Confess yourself to heaven [confession], / Repent
what's past [contrition], avoid what is to come [satisfaction)'''
(3.4.151-52).58 Yet Hamlet's remark, "And when you are desirous
to be blest, / I'll blessing beg of you," suggests not only a deferral of
the rite of absolution, but also an indeterminacy regarding the
agency of who will bless (that is, absolve) Gertrude (3.4.173-74).
The question of whether he means himself, God, or even a minister
remains unclear, and thus registers the theological uncertainties
that govern the world of the play. In this sense, Hamlet's role as
avenger supports his role as father confessor insofar as it confirms
his ability to bind his victims to damnation. However, this same
conviction does not transfer to securing the forgiveness of others.
Like the Ghost, then, Hamlet holds competing doctrines regarding
repentance in a suspension that renders them already deferred and
lacking resolution. Yet despite the incompleteness of Gertrude's re
pentance, Hamlet accepts her exclamation of contrition, "thou has
cleft my heart in twain" (3.4.158), and the fact that he never again
mentions Gertrude's incestuous relationship with Claudius~ven
at her death-suggests his confidence that she has "[a]ssume[d] a
virtue" and avoided further sexual relations (3.4.162).59 Hamlet's
faith in the success of Gertrude's repentance therefore reinforces
his role as an avenger because it redresses Claudius's usurpation of
the royal marriage by fulfilling the Ghost's command to "[1]et not
the royal bed of Denmark be / A couch for luxury and damned in
cest" (1.5.82-83).
By framing the closet scene with the death of Polonius and the
removal of his body offstage, though, Shakespeare points to the ten
sions caused by Hamlet's roles as father confessor and avenger.
After mistakenly killing Polonius, Hamlet initially calls him a
"wretched, rash, intruding fool, farewell. / 1 took thee for thy bet
ter" and treats his death as completely justifiable (3.4.31-32). But
Hamlet then takes responsibility for the killing, "I do repent," only
to abandon this position and again attempt to exculpate himself by
imputing responsibility to his role as a revenger: "but heaven hath
pleas'd it so / To punish me with this and this with me, / That 1
must be their scourge and minister" (3.4.175-77).60 By further shift
ing from assuming of culpability (d. 3.4.178-79) to mistreating Po
lonius's corpse (d. 3.4.214) to jocularly referring to Polonius's
spiritual fate (d. 4.3.19-25), Hamlet manifests his ongoing conflict
of conscience. These shifts reflect the tensions inherent in his the
atrical roles as avenger and father confessor, for the impulse to re
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venge his father's murder overrides his Christian concern for
repentance. The killing of Polonius in fact unwittingly condemns
Hamlet to the spiritual irresolution that marked his father's death.
In response, Hamlet capitulates to ignorance and the indecipherab
ility of Polonius's spiritual status by declaring him "now most still,
most secret, and most grave" (3.4.216)-language that parallels his
description of his father: "And how his [King Hamlet's] audit
stands who knows save heaven?" (3.3.82). For Hamlet, then, death
forecloses access to interiority. This confrontation with the uncer
tainties surrounding Polonius's death pressures Hamlet to recog
nize that in the roles as both father confessor and avenger his
conscience must couple oppositional impulses that cannot be rec
onciled, except through "answer[ing] well I The death I gave him"
with a type of atonement through death (3.4.178-79).
Instead of withdrawing from his earlier confidence regarding his
capacity to exact vengeance on those he considers damnable, how
ever, Hamlet responds to Polonius's death in the final act of the
play by reinforcing his role as an avenger and father confessor. In
the final act, Hamlet may accept the orthodox Christian position on
the inscrutability of the "special providence" of God; but, like his
early modem contemporaries, he acts with assurance regarding the
damnation and salvation of those around him based on external ev
idence (5.2.215-16). Indeed, once Laertes declares, "The King-the
King's to blame" (5.2.326), Hamlet wounds Claudius and proclaims
with certainty his uncle to be a "damned Dane" at the moment of
death (5.2.330). Laertes' revelation of Claudius's involvement in
poisoning Gertrude and Hamlet provides the prince with the op
portunity for confirming his uncle's damnable state-the very op
portunity frustrated by his misreading of Claudius's penitential
prayer. Hamlet momentarily experiences self-assurance in his role
as an avenger through the outward assurance of Laertes and, more
over, fulfills his role as father confessor by "exchangUng] forgive
ness" with Laertes through a type of mutual absolution:
Laer. Mine and my father's death come not upon thee,
Nor mine on me!
Ham. Heaven make thee free of it! I follow thee.
(5.2.334-37)

This interchange places Hamlet in the role of father confessor loos
ening Laertes' sins through a deathbed absolution. Yet Hamlet's
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statement, "I follow thee," indicates that he still does not consider
himself free from the tension inherent in these roles and his crimes
because he uses the imperative form of "follow" at the moment of
Claudius's death, exclaiming, "Follow my mother!" (5.2.332). In
this context, the term most likely refers to death rather than a spiri
tual state. In contrast with Laertes' apparent acceptance of Hamlet's
absolution, moreover, Hamlet does not apply Laertes' absolution to
himself, but only requests that "Heaven make thee free of it!" By
denying the adequacy of his satisfaction for Polonius's death and
maintaining the inexpressibility of his interiority, Hamlet recon
ciles himself to the incompleteness of his confession and the im
possibility of resolution: "Had I but the time-as this fell sergeant
Death, / Is strict in his arrest-D, I could tell you / But let it be"
(5.2.341-43). In this transition from confessor to confessant, Ham
let gestures at the possibility of explaining his part in "this chance"
and "this act," but this revelation remains deferred and unresolved
(5.2.339-40). Hamlet's "true story," as Michael Neill observes, is
"tantalizingly glimpsed only as Hamlet himself is about to enter the
domain of the inexpressible."51 The disjunction between Hamlet's
presentation of the inscrutability of his interiority and his attempts
to extract the interiority of others signals the underlying tension be
tween Christian repentance and revenge tragedy.
By excluding others from his true inward state, Hamlet succeeds
in exacting his revenge and satisfying the Ghost's command, but
his retreat into silence leaves his own spiritual state uncertain. His
final confessional speech offers the promise of complete revelation,
but remains beyond reach, finding resolution only in the substitu
tion of his "wounded name" (5.2.349) for his impenetrable identity
and the circulation of Horatio's posthumous presentation of Ham
let's "story" (5.2.354). Hamlet's "dying voice" (5.2.361), which
concentrates on Fortinbras's election to the throne, withdraws his
interiority behind the veil of death, concluding his final speech
with "the rest is silence" (5.2.363). This turn toward posthumous
fame and the political future of Denmark evinces Hamlet's convic
tion regarding the impossibility of fully expressing his own story
through a deathbed confession. Moreover, for Hamlet, the problem
of his confession is identical to the problem of his inwardness: he
professes the belief that neither can be expressed in its entirety. At
the same time, this turn demonstrates Hamlet's deathbed attempt
to overwrite the silence of interiority and death through the transla
tion of his story into public narrative. Horatio's prayer that "flights
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of angels sing thee to thy rest," drawn from the Catholic prayer for
the dead In paradisum de deducant te angeli, begins this process
by joining Hamlet's spiritual state to the traditional ritual system
espoused by his father's ghost (5.2.365). And Fortinbras's declara
tion of Hamlet's fortitude as a soldier and proclamation to let the
"rite of war / Speak loudly for him" further indicates the transfor
mation of Hamlet's inexpressible interiority to a comprehensible
public figure (5.2.404-5).
Yet given the ineffective coexistence of conflicting theological rit
uals and doctrines in the world of the play, this announced presen
tation of Hamlet leaves the audience doubtful if not "unsatisfied"
(5.2.345). Between Hamlet's inwardness and Horatio and Fortin
bras's public narrative exists a breach that cannot be filled through
a return to the traditional rites of, to use Catherine Belsey's termi
nology, "a much older cosmos."62 Indeed, the different doctrines
coexisting in the play effectually cancel each other out, for the only
rituals presented in the action of the play are, in the words of
Laertes, "maimed," either through insincerity (Claudius's peniten
tial prayer), deferral (Gertrude's repentance), doubt (Ophelia's
death), or parodic inversion (Eucharistic themes in the final act)
(5.1.212).63 The frequent recourse to these traditional rituals mani
fests the vestigial traces of their former function in society. Never
theless, the ambiguity, failure, or deferral of resolution promised
in both the traditional sacrament of confession and the Protestant
confessional forms indicate that they have become ineffectual in
the larger social, political, and theological upheavals affecting
Hamlet's Denmark. As Steven Mullaney observes, "Whether sacred
or secular, ritual relies upon and produces a certain consensus of
belief; although highly dramaturgical, it functions effectively only
in a relatively stable hierarchical society."64 However, the only
stability present in Hamlet exists in its ritual past, the world of sac
raments and confessors, or its martial future, a world of the
avenger-warrior Fortinbras-two worlds in which Hamlet can par
ticipate, but cannot inhabit fully.
By situating Hamlet in the context of Reformation Wittenberg,
Shakespeare deploys the space of the theater to signal the spiritual
and emotional repercussions resulting from the Church of En
gland's reorientation of the traditional means for achieving assur
ance and consolation. Theatrical space intensifies rather than
resolves the difficulties of determining inward and outward sincer
ity, for it accentuates the limited points of access into the con
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science through a fundamental reliance on visual and auditory
externals. Even the audience, who occupies a privileged perspec
tive by witnessing the performance in its entirety, remains depen
dent upon what is revealed and concealed on- and offstage.
Shakespeare's presentation in the play of the hazards of misinter
pretation thus advance the inherent risks of determining another's
conscience and suggest the possibility of misreading signs of one's
own salvation or damnation. Consequently, Shakespeare withholds
the anticipated resolution promised by traditional and Protestant
confessional acts to illustrate that they could not guarantee assur
ance and consolation in Wittenberg, in England's Catholic past, or
in the seventeenth-century Established Church.
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